






Why doesn’t a property sell?



What’s the 
market like for 
you at the 
moment?



Listings 
sitting on the 

market for 
too long

Less buyers are 
coming through 

home opens

Struggling 
to get any 

good offers

Vendors 
expectations 
aren’t in line 

with the 
market

Losing 
listings to 

competitors

Key 
problems 
facing 
agents





A vendors 6 stages of selling in a tough market:
SHOCK & DENIAL - my property is worth more than that! 
 
PAIN & GUILT - I can’t sell for that! I cant have made that sort of mistake when I 
bought.  
 
ANGER - It's the agents/the sales method/ marketing….fault that I’m not getting the 
price I want. 
 
BARGAINING- You need to drop your fees/ do more opens/ I don’t need to sell/ I’ll 
get a new agent/ lets rest it until the markets better 
 
DEPRESSION - I cant believe this is happening to me. What will I do?  
 
ACCEPTANCE - Lets do this and hand the pain on to the next person we buy off. If 
we get that cheap it will all wash out evenly.

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.





How to adapt when the 
market changes 





No buyers or offers 
Only time and a price reduction gets the 
home sold 
The longer it’s on the market the less 
buyers expect to pay
If you do get an a lower than the asking 
price and the seller wants to accept it, 
you can’t see if that price will excite the 
market because you can’t advertise it

What happens when  
a property is over-priced?



Are you asking the right 
questions at home opens?

Determine who 
is a hot buyer or 
potential seller



Only negotiate 
with someone who 

actually wants to buy 
the property

SPOT THE BUYER



What’s their motivation to move?

First time buyerUpsizing Downsizing

Relocation InvestorLifestyle



What brings you out today? 
Researching to buy or sell?


How long have you been house hunting?


What locations are you considering?


Have you seen anything you’ve liked 
enough to make an offer on?  
What happened? 


Have you got yourself organised with 
finance - just to make sure you don’t 
miss out if you do find the perfect place. 

Qualify your buyers



Is the property ticking any boxes for you?

• If yes - would you like to give it a crack / go / try? 


• What would you need to organise to be able to buy this 
beautiful property?


• Are you in a position to move forward with this one? 


• Is there any reason we couldn’t get something in front of the 
seller for you today to try and make it yours?


• If you like it naturally others will also like it -  would you like to 
try and secure it today? 



Is this one:

• A YES
• A NO
• OR A MAYBE ?

Flipping your dialogue on its head

YES
NO

MAYBE MAYBE



Take your seller every 
offer you can

Sellers measure agents on 
how many offers they have 
brought to the table. 

Even if the offer is low you 
must show the seller 
evidence of your ability to 
extract an offer.

“If there’s low offers, they 
blame the market. If there’s 
no offers, they blame the 

agent ”
- Tom Panos



“Great! Is that a NO even if it goes 
for a price much less that what you 
think it’s worth?”

“Yes it’s not a property we would 
buy at all.”
 
“Excellent I will make sure I don’t 
contact you even if I get a silly offer 
on it.” 

If it’s a NO - Option 1

NO



“Great! Is that a NO even if it goes for 
a price much less that what you think 
it’s worth?”

“Well if it went for the right price it 
might work. What will they take?” 

(move to maybe dialogue )

NO

If it’s a NO - Option 2



“The seller is motivated to sell and and 
I would hate you to miss out if 
someone else bought it for less than 
the price you have in mind. 

So why not give it a go at YOUR 
price and see where it goes?” 

MAYBE

If it’s a MAYBE



If your marketed price  
was $600,000…

All the buyers who inspect the 
property say no to making an 
offer.

But then you get an offer.  
It’s lower than the asking!

Your marketed price is 
$600,000…



What would happen if you could 
advertise the offered price of 
$535,000?

And there was a real buyer 
with a real contract to 
purchase…



The turning point: 
Openn Negotiation





EXAMPLE 1- Vendors wanted $1.2mill

DETAILS

• On the market for 24 days

• Bidding started @ $900,000 on 29th April. Reaches $1mill 
by 8th May but had lost 2 buyers. Great vendor education.

• On the 19th was down to 1 bidder then qualified the final 
buyer before the final stage started that afternoon. 

• Passed the property in sold the next morning.

• Sold for $1,090,000… $110,000 under owners 
expectation. Without Openn would still be unsold  

Openn Negotiation in 
action



EXAMPLE 1 

DETAILS

• On the market for 6 days

• Bidding started @ $550,000 on 24th Feb. Within 3 days of 
the first bid we had 4 buyers qualified.

• Green 1239 had never seen the property in person. Used 
FaceTime to show hime though. Was in Singapore 

• Hit reserve price in 24th. Brought the final stage forward to 
start at 6.30pm 28th feb. 

• Sold for $672,000… $42,000 over owners expectations  

Openn Negotiation in 
action



DETAILS
• The property was in a state of 

disrepair. The agent used YouTube 
and Social Media to promote the 
“absolute shocker”, which caught 
the attention of multiple buyers.

• This helped secure a great result for 
the seller.

EXAMPLE 2 





What next?



SMS: ‘Openn’ to 0418 824 380

Want to learn more?



SMS: ‘Openn’ to 0418 824 380

Want to learn more?


